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The Cass NP

Non-deterministic polynomial time
Tlet. NI is the class ofproblems for which I an efficient certifier.

(For every "Yes, instances, I certificateof polynomias length w.r.t.s,
such that given tands, we can verity that is a"Yes, instance in polynomial time.)

Det. Y is NP-hard iff XeNP XEpY

H Y is NP-complete iff Yis NP-hard a YENP.

NP-Gard <IG HALTING
↓
↳
~

Np"I
↑ NP-complete



NP-complete problems
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strategy to prove that X is NP-complete

=nput5 -ransform, Input Algorithm output -ransform O' Output 0 for Yfor X 1

for -
↳
↑nput ⑤ into - Ax for ⑭- to output for ⑧

---

input for X > Ax(5)=0' Y

C) Prove XENP.
~packings,"coveringne2) Find problem- that is known to be NP-complete, i

sequencing, "partitioning..and prove 7pX RalConsider arbitrary input 5 to "Humerical...

problem 1.

(b) construct a potty-time transformation of input 5 toI a (special) instance 5of X
L

(C)Prove correctness:
7)of 5is a XES instance for Y = 5' is a YES instanceforX-
(i)5F 5' is a YES instance for X-5 isa YES instanceforY

& Karp reduction.More general reductions are cook reductions.



3D MATCHING is NP-complete

iput:Disjoint sets X,Y,z,IX1 =11:121n. Set TCxx4x of ordered triples.
oAht: YES iff J set of triples SET s.t. each element in XVTVE is

ontoined in exactly one of the triples.
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3D MATCHING is NP-complete

iput:Disjoint sets X,Y,z,IX1 =11:121n. Set TCxx4x of ordered triples.
oAht: YES iff J set of triples SET s.t. each element in XVTVE is

ontoined in exactly one of the triples.
x X ②
&

&"
O&"

() 3D MATCHING EN:A collection of a triples from T that covers every element
in XTUE exactly once isa poly-length certificate
that can be checked in poly-time.

(2) Find known NP-complete problem - and prove Y3DMATCHING



5-SAT IP3D MATCHING

fiortsesYRIYITTIzin.seTEXiTXEonoroero
tries

are
Formula p: -ransform,

variables Xs,....,Xoo

&a,b)
eauses Ds, ..Lik-Aegoninend-outs inT

Transform Juput
Consider arbitrary input with a variables is....Xo and K causes (5, ..., CK.

e.g.:4: CFVXeVB3]nCNXs]n)kVxs]-

C, 2 Cy
Gadget for variable xi
Core Aix 41,42, ... 92K Nic

select even triples
=> Xi=&

"Bommoro free 00 triples
CK "TF, triples:

tij:(aing, Quiet,bi select 000 triples
Xi=0

&

free even triples
Can only cover the core exactly once if I select all odd or all even TF triples.



5-SAT IP3D MATCHING

·" ⑧

b3S

⑱

Ig.**Gadget for Clouse G:

2 core: #,Py
3 triples:(Pi,PicbLabibicinor biasin ⑧

I

e.g. *2 =x,VTzVX3 · Why GK triples per variable gadget?
Need X=5 or Xe=0 or X3=0 to satisfy C2. => so all clauses can connect to cooleven

->Connect to an odd even load free
free tipsof same variable.

tip in variable X./2IX3's gadget.

can only cover the core by selecting triple which includes free tip (setting variableto 01).



5-SAT IP3D MATCHING

Ce = x,v4zvX3

8 8 8 ⑳

⑧

bsinPg**J
·What about G0K-UK=K=(n-1.17

· Choose:
uncovered tips?

Add dummy deanup gadgets
X= 9x1,kiss....CIRA-cp1c9i}

&Abig, Nee [G-1317
= 36i2, . . . .12k,pi,9i}bCreate,

is
-= < bijXit[n3, j792k33
=>"IF is

+ "course, +"cleanup, triples



5-SAT IP3D MATCHING

W
Our transformation is polygonsial time.
@cRemains to prove the transformation is correct:
-If G has a satisfying assignment, X,Y,E7 havea perfect 3DMatching:

Given satassignment, choose cooleven "TF, triples based on values of the assignment
on each Xi=01 Kiecu]. The core elements Ai,Bi Fizch) are covered exactly once.

choose on triple per cause corresponding to free tip of
variable that makes it true

C3>S). The core elements P3,45' vECK] are covered exactly once.

Choose (-1)-k "deanpsteples that correspond to -1)k uncovered tips
to cover there and the core of the cleanup triples,90,9e' NEECE-17K]

-If X,Y,2,7 as defined above have a perfect 3DMatching,then 4 is satisfiable.

setting variable xi =01s based on whether cooleven "IF, triples were selected
in the matching results ina satisfying assignment.
Why? Course cores its must be covered so nothing must include one
triple witha free tip from one of the gadgets of the variables involved in the
close. For this tip to be free,it must have been that the variable has been

set to avalue that satisfies the clause.

*



-inasser,orisoptorepeair.ifS

(a) SUBSET SUMENP.
r

2) Fnd NP-completeproblem and prove YIPSOBSETSUM.



3DMATCHING 1SUBSET SUM

fwe...NrENtargetthis....,was thatarosuptoN.
RabTransform input
Consider X,Y,z, N

=H1:1:n and me triples 72xx4x7.

*triplet= (xi, 35,21) i3,KEGIXCH)xC),construct 32-bit vector with
& in position is itj, 2nHK

I
⑤

- X
~

I ⑧Oft =0.... . . .0,0. ...18...00.=.1....0

/ "n.Er. . . . . G Yr-... yy....y um.... Xi..-*

W=ga, juti-tenth
-

for baseds

Union of triples addition where each position's digit corresponds to the number of times

that element has been included in as triple... if addition does not incur any carries.



3DMATCHING 1 SUBSET SUM
P

RabTransform input
Consider X,Y,z, N

=H1:1:n and me triples 72xx4x7.

*triplet= (xi, 35,21) i3,KEGIXCH)xC),construct 32-bit vector with
& in position is itj, 2nHK

I
-

⑤

I
~

"
-

It =0....... .00........00.=.1....0
-En.....

E1lr...... ej...y1 Yu....xi..-x

W=ga, juti-tenth
-

for base s

Choose base ofnits (no carries evenif an element is includes
in allm triples and we select land

allof

there).
- &

I

issChoose W =Smt)"x W = 56
.... did.....se
--- "IM
M

each element

selected exactly
· Our transformation is polynomial time. once



3DMATCHING ESUBSET SUM

C2C) Remains to prove our reduction is correct.
-If 5 perfect 3DMACHING Striples to....,to then E numbers (wt, ...,wth
that have a sin every position soCorti =W.

- If3Ne t...ANK =W, then itmust be that Ken and each positive
has as so each element is covered by striple (not more because we would
have isin that position).

#

value(i) =size(i)
a

SUBSETSUM is also a special cause of KNAPSACK (SUBSETSUMEPKNAPSACK)
> KNAPSACK is also NP-hard.

But also we have an algorithm that resin 0(.W) time ...
e.g. nology
--e.g.

W

DetAlgorithms whose running time depends an ofquantity of the problem that
cored be exponentially larger than the lengthof the input are pseudo-polynomial time.
Np-hard problems with such an algorithm are weakly Nptard.



NP-complete problems
1 SET COVER

VERTEX COVER **
INTEGER LINEARPROGRAMMING

# Ep

_
INDEPENDENT SEE

*Ep

=P
CQUE

Any
problem =3-SAT p

>3DMATCHING > SUESET SUM E_KNAPSACK
YENP



NP-complete problems
1 SET COVER

VERTEX COVER **
INTEGER LINEARPROGRAMMING

# Ep

_
INDEPENDENSE - HAMILTON CUCLE-TSP
*Ep

=P
CQUE

Any
problem =3-SAT p

>3DMATCHING > SUBSETSUM ECKNAPSACK
YENP

Xo

I

3-COLORING

=> coloring of 0 with3colors

sothatnoedgehasenopoints



The Cass CO-NP

Non-deterministic polynomial time
↳

Det. NP is the class of problems for which I an efficient certifier.

Off. Agorithm B is an efficient certifier for problem X if:
1. It is a polynomial time algorithm that takes inputs and
certificate to

2.3 polynomial p so that sex utsinstance)iff it with

length 17-p(ISD) for which BCs,t) =7ES.

-
Asymmetric definition: sex (NO instance) iff short - BCs,+) =NO.

Hef. CO-NP is the cass of all problems X,whose complementary problem
* ENP. Il

SEXESY



The Cass CO-NP

Hef. CO-NP is the cass of all problems X,whose complementary problem
* ENP. Il

SEXES*

#. XEPEYEP.

But we don't know-Npl
& PCNPRCNP. But we don't Know PENPC-NP.
-

problems that have "good characterizations,
e.g. Bipartite mathing. Max Flow (both -P)

>FACTORIZATION
-No. -
Complete wow,is↑ NP-complete~

-
↓PMCO-NP



The Class PSPACE

f. PSPACE is the class of all problems that can be solved by an algorithm

that uses an amountof space polynomial in the size of the input.

.PCPSPACE. But we don't know PEPSPACE

c 3-SATEPSPACE
↳

Reuse space KO29,
"Ill to try all qu
X, X2 Xin assignments. zeedon,

Donkey
S

T Super
Mario

Bro

=>NPIPSPACE 6
=>
PSPACE-complete
&oSSAT EPSPACE C0-NPCPSPACE

↑SPACE
= CO-PSPACE

&NP- -f ↳
↓

Theorem (Stockmeyer,Mayer't3) Complete

co-Nix↑ NP-complete~

C
& SAT is PSPACE-complete. -⑱

=>x,Xx27xs....Xn 491 ...Mu)= 1? ↓PMCO-NP



Are we doomed?

=F PENP,then a lot of interesting problems do not havea poly-time algorithm.

We canstill ask for polynomial time algorithms:
↳ Approximation algorithms
b
Randomized algorithms

We can also ask for algorithms that use small amount of memory:
3 sketching streaming algorithms


